
SCRMS
Subcontract Reporting 

Tips 

This document includes the following useful reference material for USPS contractors who are 
required to submit semi-annual subcontracting reports and USPS employees who review and 
approve the submitted reports. 

• Sample problems requiring correction

• Solutions to correct those problems identified

• Definitions of terms and acronyms found on reports

• Resources such as links to locate required codes and business classifications

• Link to e-mail the SCRMS Help Desk

• Sample completed reports for $0 and multi-page report

• Sample downloadable report template available in SCRMS and tips for completing it
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NOTE:  This  guide only addresses common errors found on subcontracting reports and how to avoid or correct them. A complete training course regarding SCRMS is available
             when you log into the application. 
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SCRMS Subcontract Reporting Tips 
Below are some reasons why a subcontracting report may be rejected upon review by the USPS Contracting Officer and consequently 
require prompt correction(s) and resubmission by the supplier to be compliant with this federal requirement. These tips are being provided 
to hopefully avoid any rejections. However, if a report is returned for correction, this document can also be used as a reference to 
properly resubmit the semi-annual report. 

Problem Solution 

Dollars are being reported under either the Directed or Allocated column, but the 
#SubKs for the subcontractor listed with spend is left blank or has a zero. 

If spend is reported for any subcontractor, there must be at least a “1” in the #SubKs 
field indicating the number of actions (e.g., subcontracts, purchase orders, checks, etc.) 
that were issued to the company that represent the amount reported. 

Dollars are NOT being reported for a particular subcontractor, but the #SubKs field 
has a 1 or higher number.  

Companies used in a previous report appear on a list for the current semi-annual 
report as a convenience for suppliers completing the report in case those companies 
were used again. If there was spend for any of the ones listed, the supplier can just 
enter the current period’s amount as well as the #SubKs. However, when any of the 
subcontractors listed does not have spend for the previous six months, simply 
leaving both the #SubKs and the Directed and Allocated spend fields blank will leave 
the companies without spend off the current report. In the example, the second line 
has a company listed with 1 #SubKs, but no spend. If there was no spend, remove 
the “1” so that the company name drops off the report. 

Remove the number from the #SubKs field for any company listed that does not have 
spend reported during the period. This will remove the subcontractor completely from 
the semi-annual report (when both the dollar and #Subks fields are blank), but the 
company will stay in the database so that it can be added if necessary to a future report. 

Having an entry show a number of subcontracts #SubKs without spend is an error that 
needs to be corrected. Similarly, having spend entered for a subcontractor without at 
least a “1” in the #SubKs column is incorrect and requires resubmission after the 
correction is made. 

The above example shows what happens when the subcontractor without spend was 
removed from the report when the “1” in the #SubKs column was removed from that 
field. If you have previously reported spend for a list of subcontractors and no longer 
have spend to report, you can submit a $0 report by submitting the report without any 
entries in the #SubKs column and the spend columns. 
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Problem Solution 

The amount entered in the Allocated column should be in the Directed column. Refer to the “Definitions” on Page 6 to understand the difference between Direct and 
Allocated spend. 

Direct spend is the most commonly reported. 

If direct spend is not applicable, suppliers should consider reporting allocated spend 
instead of simply submitting a $0 report. 

Allocated spend is the result of a calculation as shown on the Definitions page. If you did 
not perform this calculation, the spend is likely Direct spend.  

The same amount of spend is entered in both the Directed and Allocated columns. 

It is unlikely for the exact same amount of spend to be both direct and allocated. This 
likely error should catch the USPS reviewer’s attention and result in a rejected report 
and a request  to the supplier for a correction. If the spend is in both columns, the 
total reported will be double the amount of the actual spend. 

Refer to the “Definitions” on Page 6 to understand the difference between Direct and 
Allocated spend. 

After identifying the type of spend, enter the amount in only one of the columns. Your 
total will automatically adjust to show the correct amount of total spend for that 
subcontractor. 

Amounts are entered in both the Directed and Allocated columns. 

When a contracting officer or other USPS approver review a report with spend similar 
to the above that shows a large general amount of Allocated spend with a smaller 
specific amount of directed spend for the same subcontractor, the reviewer is likely to 
contact the supplier’s contact  to confirm that the spend types are fully understood. 

Refer to the “Definitions” on Page 6 to understand the difference between Direct and 
Allocated spend. 

It is acceptable to report spend for both directed and allocated in the same report, but  
be sure to understand the source of the data that is being reported. For example, one of 
the spend amounts should not be a portion of the other one being reported. In other 
words, do not mistake Allocated as a total of something such as an established goal, the 
sum of payments received from the USPS, or the total value of a contract your company 
issued to a subcontractor, etc.; while reporting the direct spend as the amount spent 
from that total. 

Although this error is not common, it has occurred a few times and we need to avoid it. 
Assistance is available via the USPS SCRMS Help Desk at SCRMS@usps.gov.   

SCRMS Subcontract Reporting Tips 
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Problem Solution 

Even when a selection has been made for a Minority-owned or Woman-owned 
business classification, a business size selection is also required. All 
subcontractors' records must indicate whether the company is a Small or Large 
business size. It cannot be both and it cannot be left blank, as shown below.

If you do not know the business size, ask the subcontractor to provide that information. If 
the subcontractor is not sure, there is a website from the Small Business Administration 
that has a convenient tool that only requires two entries to questions about 1) the NAICS 
code for the industry (and there is a convenient link to search for the industry code by 
keyword); and then depending on the industry the only other input required is either the 
average 2a) number of employees OR 2b) annual revenue/receipts. Upon entry of these 
two items, the tool immediately indicates whether it is a small business or not. To access 
the tool, go to https://www.sba.gov/tools/size-standards-tool?ms=nid4060. 

Once you know the business size, you can easily update the profile for that company in 
SCRMS by following these steps:

1. Go to SubK Diverse Suppliers from the Main Menu.
2. Select the one from the list or search for the company if you prefer.
3. Click the pencil icon to edit the profile.
4, Check the box for either Small or Large Business. Select only one of these, not both.
 5. If the company is also Minority-owned and/or Woman-owned, please be sure to make
those selections too. These entries are very important for this reporting requirement.

SCRMS Subcontract Reporting Tips 
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The profile screen also allows you to select the NAICS codes for that subcontractor.

Subcontracts are listed but the NAICS code is missing.

NAICS (North American Industry Classification 
System) codes are used to identify the types of 
industries benefiting from the subcontracts. 

NAICS codes can be selected from the profile screen. You will find the option after 
selecting the SubK Diverse Suppliers link from the Main Menu where your subcontractors' 
records are stored in SCRMS. A link will let you easily search for the industry and add the 
NAICS code associated with the subcontractor. Multiple codes can be added if they apply.

The main purpose of this reporting requirement (for recipients of major federal 
government contracts totaling $500,000 or more) is to identify the number and 
value of subcontracts awarded to small businesses and those companies or 
independent contractors that can be classified as minority-owned or woman-owned 
businesses. There are no exceptions to the reporting requirement, and all 
subcontracts should be identified including those that are awarded to large 
businesses.

Many times the classification of minority-owned or woman-owned business is 
indicated on a report but it is missing the size. These businesses can be either 
small or large, but one size must be indicated for all subcontractors listed. 



Problem Solution 

The amount of spend reported in one semi-annual report is for a period greater than 
one year. 

Semi-annual reporting is supposed to be for activity during the previous six months. 
For example, the report due by October 15th should include spend data from the 
previous April through September. USPS contractors get 15 calendar days beginning 
on the 1st day of each semi-annual period. 

Below is a sample calendar that is included in the system reminders sent by SCRMS. 

If a supplier identifies a mistake made during one six-month reporting period (after the 
period has closed), the supplier can make corrections or include inadvertently omitted 
data during the following reporting period (as long as it falls within the same fiscal year) by 
providing a cumulative report and entering comments indicating the months that are part 
of the adjustment. Additionally, if the spend was overstated in a prior period of the same 
fiscal year, please note that negative numbers can be entered where the spend data is 
entered to subtract the over-reported amount. The following option is available in SCRMS 
when preparing a subcontract report. This example would be for a report due in April that 
also has data corrections from the previous six months. The October report can have data 
corrected from the current FY year going back to October 1 of the previous fiscal year. 

The amount reported as subcontracting spend is greater than the amount of the 
USPS contract or project. 

Suppliers required to submit a semi-annual subcontract report must only report 
subcontract activity related to a specific contract with a current value of at least 
$500,000 that the United States Postal Service awarded to the company. The 
requirement is based on committed value not the total of payments. 

If the USPS awarded a contract to a supplier in the amount of $1,500,000, the 
subcontracted amount should only be a portion of the contract’s total value. The 
subcontract spend should be attributable to the particular contract. The 
subcontracted amount reported should not be the same or greater than what the 
supplier received from the USPS. 

Refer to the “Definitions” on Page 6 to understand the terms related to the subcontract 
activity that needs to be reported. 

Ensure that the amount of subcontracting activity reported is only that which is applicable 
to the specific USPS contract or project number indicated for the report within SCRMS. 

Most suppliers submit data based on the number of payments made by the USPS 
supplier to its subcontractors during the previous months (currently six) that are part of 
the reporting period.  Although it can be submitted based on commitments via purchase 
orders and other agreements, make sure not to report both. Either report the 
commitments or the payments resulting from those commitments. 

The Excel template downloaded from SCRMS is password protected and does not 
allow users to view the full name of the subcontractors added to the worksheet.    

The software company has protected the file to ensure that it will easily upload when 
completed. The USPS does not have the password to unprotect it. However, you can 
create an unprotected copy by copying the cells of the entire report from top left to 
bottom right and then pasting those cells with formatting on another blank worksheet.  
To see a copy of the template, which is mostly used by companies with a large number 
of subcontractors to report, see Page 9. 

SCRMS Subcontract Reporting Tips 
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Definitions 
Subcontract 
Any agreement (other than one involving an employer/employee relationship) entered into by a US Postal Service contractor or subcontractor calling 
for products or services required for performance of the contract or subcontract. 

Direct Subcontracting 
Directly attributable subcontract spend activity within the USPS contract reporting period for each specific agreement calling for products or services. 

Allocable (indirect) Subcontracting 
Allocable contracting activity is derived from indirect cost information.  Allocable subcontracting activity is any expenditure (other than a direct contract 
or purchase) by the supplier which can be associated with the contract in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).   

Indirect subcontract spend activity within the USPS contract reporting period for each specific agreement calling for products or services as calculated 
using the following:  (U / R) x (TIS) = AS 

• U = Total of USPS funds paid against a specific contract agreement during a reporting period - “Supplier A”
• R = Total Revenue within reporting period for “Supplier A”
• TIS = Total Indirect Subcontract spend activity within reporting period
• AS = Allocable Subcontracting within reporting period

Number of Subcontracts (#SubKs) 
Total number of subcontracts (direct awards, indirect awards, and/or purchases) and modifications made during the applicable period.  This would 
include allocable transactions made by the supplier attributable to the USPS contract during the reporting period for each specific agreement calling for 
products or services.   

Actions  
Business category counts based on the number of subcontracts identified for each subcontractor. The Supply Chain Relationship Management System 
(SCRMS) will calculate Actions for the period total based on the figures entered into the “#SubKs” fields.  Multiple business categories may apply to a 
subcontractor. (Dee business category and classification definitions below.) 

Business Category: 
Size Classifications: 
Large Business - LB 
Small Business - SB 

Diversity Classifications: 
Minority-owned Business - MB 
Woman-owned Business - WB 
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Resources 

1. You will need your NAICS code, but it provides a link to the NAICS lookup site.
2. Depending on the industry associated with the NAICS code, you will either need to know the company’s average annual

revenue (normally services and construction industries) OR the average number of employees (normally manufacturing and
supply industries.)

The following websites will help you find the correct codes and business classifications that are required for completing 
the subcontracting reports. The last link will provide you an e-mail address for any additional assistance you may need. 

NAICS Codes (The North American Industry Classification System)
This site allows you to search for the NAICS code by entering a key word such as Roofing, Furniture, Cleaning Services, etc. 

Small vs. Large Business Determination Link to a PDF file with a table of the Small Business Administration’s
size standards based on a list of NAICS codes along with industry classifications. A value higher than the standard shown for each 
Industry is considered a Large business. Additional information and file formats are available at the SBA Website. 

SBA Size Standards Tool (To quickly identify business size as determined by the Small Business Administration.)
Easy to use tool requires only two entries prior to providing a company its business size. 

Minority-Owned and Woman-Owned Business Determination These definitions can be found under the
USPS Supplying Principles and Practices, Page 140 of the PDF file available through the link. For other information regarding our 
manuals and publications, visit USPS.com. 

ZIP+4 Code Lookup You can use this tool to quickly find a ZIP Code.

SCRMS@usps.gov You can use the e-mail address to submit any questions or report any issues to the SCRMS Help Desk.
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Sample Reports 

Sample $0 Report Sample Multi-Page Report 

Note:  All entries on these sample reports were made up for illustration purposes only. 

 (Page 1 only)
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Sample Template 
There is an option within SCRMS to download a template for completing your subcontracting report. This template once 
completed must be uploaded back into SCRMS so that the report can be submitted electronically as required. 
Normally, adding subcontractors manually is an easy process when there are only a few to list on a semi-annual 
report. The template download option is usually preferred and used by USPS contractors with a large number of 
subcontractors. 

This template can be downloaded, and the completed report can be imported, from the Enter Spend Data section within 
the SubK Menu of the supplier's SCRMS Main Menu. Look for the following buttons. 

See Page 10 for  
tips to successfully 
complete and 
import your SubK 
report template in 
SCRMS.
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Tips for Correctly Completing the SCRMS Subcontracting Report Template
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